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Introduction

We live in complicated times. Following Barack Obama’s election to the US
presidency in 2008, there were commentators who imagined that a postracial era
had finally arrived. The rise of a biracial leader who spoke so eloquently about the
power of hope and change signaled to many Americans that they were witnessing
a momentous turning point in the country’s long fight for civil rights. There was a
glimmer, if only momentary, that America was on the verge of an open and honest
confrontation with our racist legacy. Yet in 2015, race remains America’s pivotal
point of conflict. Nationwide protests against police brutality, racial violence, and
broader structural inequalities erupted after a white police officer killed an
unarmed black teen in Ferguson, Missouri, followed by a white Staten Island, New
York, police officer’s deadly choking of a black man accused of a misdemeanor
crime. America remains far from a postracial society.
Some argue American racism is now “color-blind” and expressed more through
subtle social conventions that merely hint at biased tendencies rather than
through overtly racist acts.[1] But overt racists and racist acts remain alive and
well. Missouri Ku Klux Klan members responded to protests in black communities
over the Ferguson incident with threats of violence and allusions to lynching the
“chimps.” Two hundred protesters met the NAACP’s Journey for Justice march
through Missouri with Confederate flags, racial epithets, and a display of fried
chicken, watermelon, and a forty-ounce beer bottle placed in the street. Gunfire
shattered windows in a van traveling with the marchers.[2]
Right-wing extremism persists in social networks whose participants advocate
varied combinations of white supremacist beliefs, anti-federalist attitudes, and
religio-racist fundamentalism. Participants include loose collections of people
identifying themselves as white power racists, militia members, sovereign citizens
anti-immigration activists, patriots, Tea Partiers, Oath Keepers, and birthers to
name a few. These groups express conspiratorial anxieties rooted in populist
worries about racial and ethnic change, immigration, governmental overreach, and
public debt. They share a deep distrust in the government and imagine a shadowy
cabal of elites intent on robbing Americans of their freedoms. Some claim the
federal government secretly plans to declare martial law and intern patriotic
Americans in concentration camps.
Media figures and even some mainstream politicians fuel extremists’ beliefs.
Popular far-right pundits, including Alex Jones, Ann Coulter, Glenn Beck, Wayne
Allen Root, Larry Pratt, and Austin Miles, broadcast intense paranoia and anger to
millions of Americans. Following the Ferguson protests, Alex Jones and others
insisted that the demonstrations signaled the coming race war and that the federa
government would respond by declaring martial law and imposing a
dictatorship.[3] These claims intensify racial extremists’ fears about white racial
genocide. White power extremism also periodically seeps into conventional
politics, as evidenced by revelations of US House of Representative’s majority whi

Steve Scalise’s past association with longtime Klan leader David Duke’s
organization, the European-American Unity and Rights Organization (EURO).[4]
Racial extremists infuse far-right beliefs with virulently racist and anti-Semitic
delusions. They rant about the necessity of racial and anti-Semitic violence to
defend the “white race” from genocide and to combat the specter of a “one world
government” bent on making whites subservient to Jews and other “lower-order”
races. Some adherents stockpile weapons in preparation for a race war they
believe is on the horizon. Virtually all of them participate in a cultural milieu that
promotes fantastical visions of racial violence and white power.
Participation ebbs and flows across right-wing networks. Militia groups
increased during the 1990s but mostly fell apart in the aftermath of the 1995
Oklahoma City bombing. While many militia members withdrew their participation
after that infamous event, extremists persisted in white power networks, which
expanded during the 2000s under the radar of most Americans. Paramilitary militi
groups resurfaced in 2005 in response to national immigration debates and then
declined in 2011 due to disorganization, criminal scandals, and as policy makers i
states such as Arizona and Alabama adopted the movement’s goals.[5]
Participation appears to be growing again as a range of right-wing extremists
responds to a recent wave of child immigrants and President Obama’s executive
order to allow more undocumented immigrants to remain in the United States.[6] I
2013, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) counted more than one thousand
active “antigovernment patriot groups” in the United States, with 240 paramilitary
militia groups among them.[7] The SPLC also counts almost eight hundred active
white supremacy hate groups.[8]
The varied and persistent forms of right-wing extremism surprise many, but
not those of us who track the far right. The United States has a long history of
heinous and disturbing racial and ethnic discrimination, xenophobia, and violence
The Ku Klux Klan, the nation’s most notorious symbol of white supremacy, claimed
between three and five million members in the mid-1920s.[9] Since then, Klan
membership and activities have cycled through peaks and valleys, with the most
notable actions coming during the 1950s and 1960s civil rights conflicts. As Klan
support waned in the 1970s, emergent neo-Nazi skinheads grew in the 1980s,
combining white power rhetoric and ideology with a youth aesthetic expressed
through white power music and Nazi symbolism. Like the hooded, white-robed,
cross-burning Klan gatherings before them, neo-Nazis like Tom Metzger’s White
Aryan Resistance held public displays that brought intense, albeit episodic, media
attention and helped to form a new white power stereotype: young, wild-eyed,
tattoo-laden, sneering, belligerent, in-your-face, skinhead racists. As authorities
and antiracist groups challenged white power groups, several branches began to
withdraw from the most public forms of activism and advocate for lone-wolf tactics
to avoid repression.
Slowly, experts and authorities have come to acknowledge right-wing
extremism as a serious threat. In 2009, the Department of Homeland Security
identified white supremacist and violent antigovernment groups as important

domestic terror threats.[10] More recently, West Point’s Combating Terrorism Cente
demonstrated a dramatic rise in the number of right-wing extremist attacks and
violent plots.[11] And although violent attacks by homegrown right-wing extremist
receive substantially less attention than violence by jihadist militants, domestic
right-wing extremism is more deadly.[12] In 2014, US attorney general Eric Holder
reconstituted a committee on domestic terrorism that was first established after
the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing but then shelved after 9/11 as the federal
government shifted focus to international terrorism.
But the sorts of lone-wolf attacks that right-wing extremists now carry out are
notoriously difficult to anticipate. In 2012, longtime white power activist Wade
Michael Page gunned down six people at a Sikh temple near Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Page developed his extremist beliefs during a six-year stint in the US Army. After
his discharge, he became a prominent fixture in the white power music scene,
playing with bands such as Youngland, End Apathy, and Definite Hate. He bounce
around from Colorado to California and eventually to Wisconsin with his girlfriend,
working blue-collar jobs and performing racist music. Pete Simi spent hundreds of
hours talking to and observing Page during fieldwork for American Swastika. While
Page was steeped in a culture that celebrated violence against blacks, Jews, and
other non-Aryans, nothing clearly distinguished him from thousands of others as
the one who would translate violent words into violent action.
It remains vital to understand just how the most extreme element of the far
right—the white power movement—continues to persist in a society that mostly
vilifies and marginalizes fanatical racism. We revised this second edition of
American Swastika to provide an up-to-date perspective on white power activism
and organization. Since the first edition, we have continued our research on white
power activists and networks. Our ongoing work confirms many of the conclusions
we drew in the first edition about how and why white power activists nurture their
violent, paranoid, racist, anti-Semitic, and antigovernment fantasies. Our focus in
the second edition remains on how white power extremists sustain a potent cultur
of hatred in seemingly benign settings such as homes, backyard parties, Bible
study meetings, bars, music shows, and the Internet. We call these settings “Aryan
free spaces” because they afford racial extremists opportunities to openly express
and sustain their radical ideas with like-minded comrades.
Yet, as with all movements, white power activism and organization is not static
People move in and out of white power networks, new groups appear as others
fade, new movement websites come online as others go offline, and movement
scenes transform. This second edition captures the present-day features of white
power activism. We describe the activities of today’s most active white power
groups while acknowledging the legacy of recently weakened or disbanded
networks. We also discuss long-standing white power websites so critical to the
movement’s continuity, along with more recent manifestations of white power
cyberactivism. The music companies who drive the white power music scene have
shifted as well. We detail the new players in the scene and how they operate. We
also analyze how some white power activists continue to embrace the legacy of
white power communities as inspiration to establish new ones.

Extremism and hatred simmer in Aryan free spaces. And when extremist
ideology endures, so does the potential for extremist action. It is risky to remain
collectively ignorant about how the extremist right persists. Long written off by
many observers as politically innocuous wackos, racial extremists persist by
concealing their views in public while nurturing them in private. Paramilitary
militia radicals wield potent ideas about dispossession and violence. White power
neo-Nazis, Klansmen, and others interpret these ideas through a potent lens of
racial and anti-Semitic hate. We should not be surprised when more of them
violently lash out, because the inspiration for their violence is anchored in the
extremist culture that has been percolating for years. American Swastika explains
where white power activists, today’s most extreme elements of the right wing,
sustain their culture of hate.
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Chapter 1

Hidden Spaces of Aryan Hate
RaHoWa! (rä-ho-wä, from Racial Holy War) Expression of white power solidarity

On Passover eve 2014, Frazier Glenn Miller[1] gunned down a fourteen-year old
boy and his grandfather outside a Jewish community center in Kansas City. He the
murdered another woman outside a nearby Jewish retirement community. Only
days earlier, as both the Passover holiday and Adolf Hitler’s birthday neared, the
Anti-Defamation League warned of the increased likelihood of violent attacks
against Jewish Americans. As television cameras documented his arrest, Miller, a
notorious Ku Klux Klan leader, snarled and shouted, “Heil Hitler!”[2]
Less than a year earlier, Wade Michael Page opened fire at a Sikh temple in
suburban Milwaukee, Wisconsin, killing six temple members and wounding four
others. In the decade before his killing spree, Page, a neo-Nazi Hammerskin, made
a name for himself among white supremacists as a member of several notorious
white power bands with names like Youngland, Intimidation One, End Apathy, and
Definite Hate. He found extremists in the white power music scene who shared and
encouraged the virulent racist fantasies that fueled his violence.
Both Miller and Page were longtime Aryan activists, steeped in a potent cultur
of racial and anti-Semitic hatred, paranoia, and conspiracy. Miller immersed
himself in white power culture for more than three decades. Following twenty year
of active military duty, Miller joined the neo-Nazi National Socialist Party in 1979
and participated in the group’s armed attack, which killed five antiracists and
Communist Worker Party members in Greensboro, North Carolina. Miller founded
the Carolina Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the White Patriot Party in the 1980s
and became notorious for leading a “new, militant breed of Klan leaders.”[3] Page
became a neo-Nazi during his US Army service.[4] He was stationed at Ft. Bragg,
North Carolina, home to multiple clusters of white power members during the
1990s.[5] After his six-year military service, Page immersed himself in the thriving
Southern California white power music scene, rose to prominence in white power
circles by playing the festival circuit with several bands, and joined the
Hammerskin Nation, one of the most active and violent neo-Nazi networks.[6]
In 2009, Keith Luke shot and killed two African immigrants, then raped and
tried to murder a third. After police apprehended him, he confessed that the
slayings were part of his plot to kill as many nonwhites and Jews as he could. He
had planned to continue his killings at a synagogue bingo hall later that night.[7]
Like Miller and Page, Luke’s rampage was a lone-wolf act. But unlike Miller and
Page, he had no known direct ties to organized extremist groups. Luke was
radicalized online. His descent into white power violence happened as he
“educated himself about the ‘nonwhites’ on the internet.”[8] Luke spent most of hi
free time on white power websites, such as Podblanc, which “celebrates racially
motivated murder, along with ‘lone wolf’ domestic terrorism, and features videos o

skinheads in several countries beating to death non-white immigrants.”[9]
According to the Anti-Defamation League, Luke was very active online in the week
leading up to his killing spree, surfing racist websites, posting racist commentary,
and watching more than 2,300 white power videos on YouTube.[10] Most of the
videos that he tagged as favorites “were anti-Semitic or white supremacist in
nature, with titles such as ‘Aryans Rise—They Seek Your Death.’”[11]
These attacks are just a few in a growing trend of violent plots and lone-wolf
massacres carried out by white power extremists.[12] The killers draw inspiration
from a potent culture of white power extremism that encourages racist and antiSemitic violence. Those like Miller, Page, and Luke, who act out their violent
fantasies, represent a much broader network of white power activism. According to
the Southern Poverty Law Center, almost eight hundred racist and anti-Semitic
groups exist in the United States.[13] The majority of Aryans associated with these
groups do not lash out at those whom they consider their enemies. Instead, they
gather in typically low-profile face-to-face gatherings and on the Internet, where
they support and sustain the cultural milieu from which killers sometimes emerge.
Such extremism is nothing new in the United States. Since the mid-1800s,
organized white supremacy has persisted in a variety of forms. For instance, the K
Klux Klan (KKK) emerged in the aftermath of the Civil War “to maintain the
supremacy of the White race in the republic,” grew to more than five million
members in the 1920s, and persists as among the most commonly recognized
symbols of US white power ideology today.[14] Early twentieth-century postcards
celebrated southern black lynchings with photos of hanged and sometime charred
bodies of dead African Americans. White supremacists justified lynchings to
protect white women and rein in blacks who had too much freedom. During the
civil rights era, Klansmen bombed so many black churches and businesses in
Birmingham, Alabama, that many referred to the city as “Bombingham.” Since the
1980s, neo-Nazi and racist skinhead groups have grown in number and now
represent the most active factions of US white power activism. These groups show
more of a propensity toward lethal racial and anti-Semitic violence than other
contemporary white power groups.[15]
Today’s racial extremists call themselves Aryans, white power, and racial
separatists. They anchor the white power movement (WPM), a loose network of
individuals and groups who embrace an ideology that the white race is genetically
and culturally superior to all nonwhite races and deserves to rule over them.
Aryans[16] claim that both their genetic lineage and cultural heritage is under
attack by race mixing and intercultural exchange. They draw inspiration and
symbols from Hitler and Nazi Germany, Pagan ritualism, Nordic warrior myths, and
the Judeo-Christian Bible, which they interpret from a radical, racialist point of
view.[17] Members of this subculture imagine that African Americans, Jews,
Hispanics, homosexuals, and other nonbelievers are out to destroy them. Aryans
are driven by a deep hatred of these groups and also by pride, camaraderie, and
the solidarity they feel toward fellow believers.
Aryans believe they are prosecuting a war to combat the extinction of the

white race. Advocates of white power ideology proclaim themselves as race
warriors fighting a shadowy cabal of powerful Jewish families they call ZOG, or
Zionist Occupied Government, that directs America’s culture industry, business,
and government with the intent of eradicating the white race. Aryans have
committed some of the most violent acts of homegrown terror and hate crime in
American history, brutalizing and killing their racial enemies and those they
suspect of supporting those enemies.[18] Many Aryans still plot against their
enemies, and they hope to one day awaken the sleeping masses of whites, fight a
race war, and retake their rightful position of power.

EXPLAINING ARYAN PERSISTENCE

How is such radical hatred able to persist in modern America? American Swastika
provides an answer to this question. We build our explanation from firsthand
ethnographic accounts of Aryans’ lives. Our goal is to provide a sober explanation
of Aryan persistence and inform strategies to counter the threats posed by Aryans
and white power ideology. Our discussion exposes how Aryans cling to their
extremism even as they are enmeshed in a wider society that vilifies their radical
beliefs. Where radical beliefs endure, violent radical action may follow. One factor
in the endurance of these beliefs is the role of the hidden social contexts where
Aryans gather to privately cultivate racial hatred. We call these contexts Aryan
free spaces.

Aryan Free Spaces

Aryan free spaces are settings where white power members meet with one
another, openly express their extremist beliefs, and coordinate their activities. The
term free space is a metaphor social scientists use to describe a type of setting
where marginalized groups feel some degree of freedom to express oppositional
identities and beliefs that challenge mainstream ideas.[19] Free spaces provide
relatively powerless groups opportunities to safely articulate the aggression and
hostility they feel toward the powerful.
Free spaces can be created in real-world physical settings, such as at a corner
table in a busy restaurant where political activists quietly discuss plans for a
guerrilla demonstration, or in small, private, at-home meetings behind locked
doors. Free space can also be created for larger gatherings such as backwoods
survivalist camps organized on private lands. Likewise, activists may find
sanctuary in virtual spaces on the Internet, where they log into chat rooms, read
political writings, listen to movement music, or watch videos that promote their
causes. Whether large or small, physical or virtual, the common denominator of
free spaces is that participants use them to nurture oppositional identities that
challenge prevailing social arrangements and cultural norms.
American Swastika describes how Aryans use free spaces to overcome feelings
of isolation and alienation by connecting with other Aryans and immersing
themselves in white power culture. Aryan free spaces offer members solidarity,

affection, and support for their crude fantasies of a utopian, militant, racially
exclusive, all-white world.
Aryan free spaces may take the form of ordinary and benign settings and
activities, but the content of the talk, rituals, and symbolism is anchored in white
power ideology. For instance, most Aryan homes do not stand out as dens of hatre
to neighbors or casual passersby. Outwardly, they tend to blend into their
neighborhoods, apartment buildings, and communities. Inside, however, swastikas
decorate the walls, white power literature lines the bookshelves, family pictures
are full of Aryan symbolism, and mealtime prayers stress white power visions.
Aryan homes are refuges from the mainstream world where members escape into
context defined by their white power beliefs.
The groups that meet in Aryan free spaces can vary greatly in size. Small Arya
cadres of a dozen or less may gather under the auspices of informal gatherings
such as backyard barbecues, Bible study meetings, weekend campouts, or hiking
excursions. Up to five hundred Aryans may attend the bar shows, concerts, and
festivals that make up the white power music scene. Millions of Aryans from aroun
the world meet online through racist websites that promote white power culture. In
some private Aryan communities, white power advocates are physically walled off
from the outside world in order to live their image of a pure Aryan lifestyle.

Stigma, Concealment, and Aryan Survival
Aryans straddle the worlds of white power ideology and the mainstream
culture. Aryans detest the mainstream culture as the mainstream detests them.
They are abhorred and stigmatized at work, school, and in their neighborhoods,
where their self-conceived enemies surround them.
Sources of Aryan Stigma

A stigma is a mark of infamy and disgrace.[20] Perhaps the most significant
source of Aryan stigma derives from their reverence for Adolf Hitler and Nazi
Germany as a model nation-state. Aryan advocacy of racial separatism and white
supremacy also valorizes the most bigoted aspects of the Southern Confederacy.
White power ideology claims that whites’ biological superiority is reflected in their
political and cultural superiority as well. Aryans see the mainstream masses who
oppose white supremacy as deluded by Zionist Occupied Government (ZOG)
conspirators into supporting white genocide. They fantasize about exposing ZOG
to the masses of whites and empowering Aryan ideologues.
These Aryan fantasies contradict several trends in modern American society.
Since the late 1950s, integrationist policies and multicultural ethics have isolated
racial extremists in the United States and increased the public stigma attached to
white power culture and its adherents.[21] Public opinion data indicates strong
opposition to overt Aryan extremism in the United States.[22] And fantasies of
white genocide and an impending race war have little significance in the lives of

most American citizens.[23]
Popular media, government, and human rights organizations all vilify Aryans
and white power culture. News accounts of white power activity typically lampoon
Aryans as ignorant buffoons and fringe wackos.[24] Government attempts to
combat white power groups have been ongoing since the 1960s, when the FBI
began the Operation White Hate Group Program.[25] Most recently, human rights
organizations, such as the Southern Poverty Law Center, the Simon Wiesenthal
Center, and the Anti-Defamation League, have challenged white power groups
through successful lawsuits against White Aryan Resistance, Aryan Nations, and
Imperial Klans of America.[26]
Aryans Hide among Us

Aryans are intensely aware of the stigma attached to their beliefs and the risk
of publicly communicating their ideas.[27] Exposure would likely mean loss of
employment and possibly the vandalizing and picketing of their homes.[28] Most o
the Aryans interviewed for American Swastika reported such concerns about being
shunned or even surveilled and arrested if they were to openly voice their
extremist beliefs.[29]
Aryans camouflage their identities in public to avoid constant confrontations
they cannot win. In our midst, they blend into ordinary life and often pass by us
without our recognition. These are not, as popular images have us believe,
strident, hostile fanatics who stand out from the crowd and are always ready to
fight.[30] In most everyday settings, Aryans are invisible.
To be sure, Aryans do not always keep a low profile. Racist skinheads brawl
with blacks and Hispanics. Klansmen beat racial enemies and white race traitors.
Neo-Nazis go on gay-bashing walkabouts. National Socialists stage intermittent
marches and rallies to promote white power. And there are the spontaneous
confrontations that occur on subways, in bars, and on the street. White power
groups have also spawned organized crime, murders, and bombings.
But for all the vitriol and valorizing of violence in white power ideology, overt
confrontations and organized violence are still relatively rare events.[31] James
Scott notes that hiding hostility is a rational tactic of marginalized, powerless
groups.[32] Only fools fight openly when the deck is so stacked against them. Arya
resistance is a much more prosaic struggle to withstand or counteract the forces
they oppose.
While Aryans project an image that hides much about their extremism, they d
not see their secrecy as a lack of commitment to white power ideas or
acquiescence to anti-Aryan mainstream culture. Rather, they see concealment
itself as a form of activism. Concealment is essential for Aryan survival, both for
individuals and for the movement. Many white power leaders now explicitly
advocate that Aryans limit their public displays of allegiance. When members go t
jobs where they work alongside African Americans, attend schools with Jews, live i
neighborhoods with Latinos, buy groceries from gays, and ride trains with white

race traitors, there should be no hint of hatred for these groups. In these contexts,
Aryans play down their extremist identity.[33] Most Aryans see members “who use
overtly racist symbols in public or who adopt an exaggerated racist style as
movement novices.”[34] By strategically concealing their extremism from outsiders
savvy Aryans prepare themselves for future opportunities to instigate and fight th
race war they believe is drawing near.[35]
Aryans use their free spaces to escape from the mainstream and openly
celebrate their mutual bigotry and hatred. In these hidden cultural worlds they are
able to build the emotional connections that reinforce individual and collective
white power identity.[36] Aryans’ use of free spaces helps them overcome isolation
despair, and hopelessness, which might otherwise sap their devotion to white
power culture.
Hatred and Violence Thrives in Free Spaces

Aryans are not unique in their use of free spaces to sustain a radical worldview
By definition, extremists operate on the margins of society and face repression
from those in power. They try to avoid repression by hiding their radical beliefs,
blending into the crowd with an appearance of normality. Extremist groups—from
al Qaeda in the Middle East or Jemaah Islamiyah in Indonesia to environmental
extremists, right-to-life radicals, and racial extremists in the United States—create
places of refuge where they meet, find comfort with like-minded comrades, and
plot to advance their cause.[37] For such marginalized groups, “the sheer
maintenance of a cultural community of activists is the outer limit of what is
possible” under some circumstances.[38]
Free spaces shed light on how Aryanism persists and where potential sources
of hate violence remain in America. Aryans’ low-profile activities typically do not
produce the sort of headline-grabbing events that bring attention to their
extremism. But we should not confuse a low profile with a weak and innocuous
form of radicalism. Their efforts reproduce a radical cultural milieu filled with ideas
about hate and violence. Ideas of violence may precede acts of violence, and Arya
free spaces create the contexts for nourishing such ideas. Thus, the potential for
radical action persists. Violent Aryan terror remains a constant threat to tolerance
and integration in America.

STUDYING ARYAN PERSISTENCE

Gaining access to Aryan free spaces was not easy. Our approach was time
consuming, labor intensive, and emotionally draining as we tried to overcome our
gut feelings of shock, revulsion, rage, and sadness at the things we saw and heard
Our research goal was to understand Aryans on their own terms in their natural
settings. This required listening to them with the discipline to temper our reaction
to what our subjects said. It meant repeatedly reading over Aryans’ views about
the world and taking those views seriously. It was necessary to exclude our own
moral and ethical values and assumptions in order to understand and interpret the

meaning of Aryans’ point of view.
We conducted fieldwork with white power activists and groups between 1996
and 2014. We used a multimethod approach,[39] including interviews, participant
observation, and content analysis of white power movement websites and related
Aryan literature. Interviews included one-hour to six-hour face-to-face and
telephone interviews with 128 current and former Aryan activists. Thirty-six
respondents were group leaders, and ninety-two were rank-and-file members.
Ninety-four follow-up interviews with primary contacts led to 222 total
interviews.[40] Snowball and purposive sampling strategies produced contacts with
a wide range of white power networks.[41] Specific organizations represented in th
sample include White Aryan Resistance, Aryan Nations, Hammerskin Nation,
National Alliance, and branches of the Ku Klux Klan.
Of the 128 interviewees, ninety-seven were male and thirty-one were female.
Their ages ranged from eighteen to seventy-eight years. Our informants represent
a broad cross section of socioeconomic status found in the movement.[42] The
majority described either their current or childhood socioeconomic status as
middle class. We confirmed that a sizable minority worked in mid- to upper-level
professional occupations, such as attorney, college instructor, X-ray technician,
and so on. Most informants had a high school diploma or the equivalent, and a
quarter of all informants attended some college.[43]
Our participant observation includes Christian Identity adherents in the
southwest and northwest and a variety of Aryans in Southern California. We made
twenty-three house visits with groups in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. These visits
lasted from one to three days and gave us access to a variety of social gatherings,
such as parties, Bible study sessions, hikes, and campouts. Additionally, we made
four separate three- to five-day visits to the Aryan Nations’ former headquarters in
Hayden Lake, Idaho, to observe and interview participants at Aryan Nations World
Congresses and informal gatherings that Aryans organized outside the official
congress proceedings.
Our fieldwork in Southern California included observations of social gatherings
and twenty-two stints in activists’ homes ranging from two days to five weeks. Our
extended involvement in these settings allowed for, among other things, insight
into how these Aryans express their racist identity. Our firsthand data are rare
among research on Aryan activism.[44]
We organized our data around six primary themes: (1) early childhood
experiences (for example, political socialization in the family); (2) educational
experiences and peer group socialization; (3) entry into the white power
movement; (4) level and type of movement participation; (5) ideological
orientation; and (6) identity-maintenance strategies. Our qualitative coding
techniques[45] helped us to identify and extract relevant information across our
data set.
In the book’s chapters, we intersperse analysis with extended descriptive,
firsthand observational, and interview data. Our observations and interview data
give readers insight into the raw experience of being in the settings and the

energy and emotion Aryans express as they bond with one another.
Some of the stories described or language used throughout the book may be
offensive to readers. It was offensive to us. But omitting it would only serve to
soften the positions of the people quoted. We have kept some of the language in
the book to illustrate the intensity of Aryans’ feelings. In some instances, we have
paraphrased, while in other instances we have let the record speak for itself.
We have disguised names and certain details of our observations to protect th
confidentiality of our research subjects. While we present our themes in a
systematic and organized way, we do not intend to depict a homogeneous picture
of Aryans and their experiences. Our goal is to render an accurate and insightful
representation of the enduring culture and organization of contemporary white
power activism and the hidden social contexts where hate endures.

PLAN OF THE BOOK

American Swastika provides intricate descriptions of Aryan free spaces to explain
how white power ideas are sustained and reproduced. Before turning to those free
spaces, chapter 2 discusses the various branches of the white power movement,
their specific ideological beliefs, and the common doctrines among the branches
that bind diverse Aryans together.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on Aryan free spaces where small, local cadres of
Aryans meet. Chapter 3 describes Aryan homes as free spaces where parents
socialize their children into their white power visions. Aryans also use their homes
to stage a range of small, informal gatherings, Bible study groups, and ritual
parties. Chapter 4 highlights parties, skinhead crash pads, and other Aryan
meeting places where activists model their culture of hatred and recruit new
members to the cause.
In chapter 5, we focus on white power music as an organizing resource that
draws together Aryans in a range of activities such as concerts, festivals, music
websites, streaming radio, fan magazines, and chat rooms. The movement’s music
scene engages both seasoned activists and new members in activities that
promote Aryan style and politics.
Chapter 6 turns to white power activists’ use of the Internet to promote their
politics. Aryans utilize cyberspace to create strong virtual links between
organizations that members use to quickly transmit information about the
movement. Aryans also use cyberspace for online social networking and as a
gateway to connect in real-world settings.
Chapter 7 describes private white power communities. These Aryan
settlements are devoutly racist. They create a pure white space that symbolizes
the white supremacist world they seek. The communities support worship centers
and white power archives stocked with Aryan literature and movement
paraphernalia. The settlements also support paramilitary training and have been
the seedbed for the most notorious acts of extremist violence.
White power families, parties, crash pads, music shows, cyberspace, and
private communities are the free spaces where Aryan hatred survives. We conclud

American Swastika by discussing what Aryan persistence means for the future of
racial and anti-Semitic hatred and violence in America.
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